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TIDALOBSERVATIONS

Notes by T. H. Manning and by R. W. Rae

NOTESON THE TIDES
ALONGTHE SOUTHHUDSON
BAYAND WESTJAMES
BAYCOASTS-BYT . H . Manning

A

KNOWLEDGE of the time of high and low water and of the tidal range
is always important for coastal travel by boat or canoe. Along the
south shore of Hudson Bay and the west coast of James Bay such information is essential, for, except in the mouths of the large rivers, dry land can
be reached at high tide only, and at many places there is over a mile of
tidal flat a t low tide.
In 1947, while engaged in establishing astronomical control positions
for the Geodetic Survey of Canada, I travelled by canoe from Moosonee

.

On the south coastofAkimiskiIsland,
23 June 1947, waiting for the tide to rise. At low
tide no water could be seen when standing up in the canoe.

to York Factory andaroundAkimiski Island. W e took no exact tidal
readings but, as all our movements were conditioned by the tides, my diary
contains fifteen casual observations on the time of high tide a t fourteen
places. Other information on the tides along this coast is so scantthat
these rough observations seem worth recording. The thirdcolumnin
the following table lists my 1947 observations of high tide inCentral
Standard Time; the figures in the last column and on the map give the
difference to the nearest quarter hour between the time (CST) of high
tide at the places listed and the time a t whichthepeak
of the same
undulation passed Churchill as given in the ‘Tide tables’ for 1947 (1946).
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Place

Date of
Time ofDifference
high
between
times
of local
high
tide
and
observation
tide
in
hours
(CST)
Churchill
high
tide to
nearest quarter hour*
hours ,August418
1300
Goose River ....................
6%
1500
August 3
Little Cape........................
1030
8:
Cape Henrietta Maria........
July 26
103
1745
Lake River .........................
July 18
119
0330
“Lat. 53’45” ........................
July 15
112
0230
Raft River (Swan River)..
July 14
July 811%
2230
Point
Houston
....................
July 1
1830
12
E.Akimiski
coast
Island
..
June 29
131730
......................
June 28
16 0700
Duncan
Cape
S. coast
Akimiski
Island
....
June 23
1730 (?)
184
M o u t h of Attawapiskat
21
1830July 6
River. ...............................
Lowaski . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(DerivedfromDowling,1904,
p. 11F)
20
18:
Albany ....................... . . . . . (Derivedfrom‘Tidetables’,1946)
Point . . . . . 173
. . .2130
. . . . . 16June
Ridge
Long
................
June 12
1721900
Piskwanish
Big
........................
1430
June 6
172
Point
North
ShipSands ....................... ....(Derivedfrom‘Tidetables’,1946)193
* In reconverting these hguresto obtain the time of high tide a t any of the southern James Bay
places, i t must be remembered that, when the difference between the time of high tide a t any
given place and at Churchill is greater than the difference between the times of succeeding
high tides at Churchill, the time of the earlier high tide must be used, since the times here
given are those for the crest of what is assumed to be the same tidal undulation as it passes
the places listed.

The time differences between the local high tide and the Churchill
high tide are clearly of a very approximate nature, since not only are the
original observations very rough (an error of half an hour is quite likely),
buttheywere
made undervaryingwindconditions
a t differentlunar
phases without any certainty that all the places have the same tide type.
Nevertheless, the figures doshowin
a roughwaythe
progress of the
tidal undulationalongtheHudson
Bay coast fromChurchill to Cape
Henrietta Maria and into James Bay.
In speaking of the tides in James Bay, Lower (1915, p. 42 and
diagram) gives thefollowing generalized picture of the progress of the
tide down James Bay, but unfortunately he does not indicate the detailed
observations on which it is based. Our records,however, confirm his
statement, except thatthe steadily increasing tidal intervalalongthe
southern Hudson Bay coast and around Cape Henrietta Maria indicates
that the tide probably reaches James Bay from the northwest rather than
from the northeast.’
“The tide enters the bay from the north,
travelling from the straits
in asouthwesterlydirection.
It spreads uniformlyovertheentire
body
until it reaches Agumiski island and Neakwow [Ekwan] point. At these
1Lower’s account was written before Flaherty published his description of the Belcher
that theseislandsarelikely
to interfere
Islands. A glance at amodernmapwillshow
with atide from the northeast.
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Difference between observed times of locaI high tide and Churchill high tide
quarter hour.
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places it splits; that portion of the water that comes to Neakwow point
divides, the main stream turning north and flowing along the coast toward
the cape. T h e rest penetrates between Agumiski and Neakwow, flowing
on down the strait. At the same time, that portion of the main tide that
had gone down the east shore of Agumiski, travels southwarduntilit
reaches the “Cock” 1-Cockispenny Point], and there divides in its turn,
part of the water going on south to Moose river and part turning north,
penetrating the Albany, flowing along the coast, becoming pursed up in
the narrowing straitbetween Agumislti andthe mainland, and finally
meeting thenorthern half of the tide intheneighbourhood
of the
Manowinan islands. T h e results are: (a) Four hightides a dayaround
the Manowinan islands; these come in pairs and the crest of each member

Looking southwards from the mouth of the Raft River, near high neap tide,
1 September
1947. The mud and sandflats near the sea show white; the areas of short grass covered by
the higherspringtidesare
grey; the longgrassandsedgemarshesare
darker, andstill
darker are the patches of dwarf willow and birch; the nearly black lines, upper right hand
corner, areancientstrandlines
now wooded with spruceandwillow.

of the pair is not far apart.
That is, shortly after tide A has begunto
ebb, tide B becomes full. (b) A tiderace of considerable violence in
the strait. The currents are so strong here that a sound of considerable
depth has been hollowed out. . . .”
The even progress of the tide along the west coast of James Bay is
interrupted by Akimiski Island and the two Twin islands which reduce
the width of thebay by about half. The four hour delay betweenthe
time of high tide a t Houston Point and a t Cape Duncan is probably due
tothedamming
effect of this constriction.Sixty
miles south of Cape
Duncan across thewiderbay
a t Halfway Point, thetide is apparently
only about one and a half hours later, although along the coast to north
and south of there the tidal interval increases rather rapidly. The difference of an hour and a half between the time of high tide a t North Point
and a t Ship Sands may in part be due to the influence of the Moose River
a t the latter place. At Moosonee, the tide is 1 hour 3 1 minutes later still
(‘Tide tables’, 1946). At Fort Severn, wethoughtit was one totwo
hours laterthan at themouth of the Severn River. AtFort Albany,

Cape Duncan, Akimiski Island, looking south a t low tide, 1 September 1947. Gullery Island
indistance. The arrowpoints to theGeodeticSurvey’stablet
and beacon.

Attawapiskat, and Weenusk, similar delays are to be expected.
When we were at an island, possibly one of the Manowinan Islands
mentioned by Lower (see above), about 5 miles north of the mouth of
the Attawapiskat River, we observed a halt of half an hour or so in the
was high,
ebb. Thisprobablyoccurredabout two hoursafterthetide
but unfortunately the details were not recorded.
In the quotation from Lower given above, reference is made to the
rapid tidal currents between Akimiski Island and the mainland. Off Cape
Duncan, a t theotherend
of Akimiski Island, they are almost equally
strong, and for 3 or 4 miles west of the point the usual James Bay mud
has been sweptaway, leaving clear waterandboulder shoals. Captain
William Coats (Barrow 1852, p. 53) says thatthe tides near thesouth
and east part of Akimiski Island set nearly northeast and southwest, and
that the ebb runs pretty briskly to the eastward.
The ‘Tide tables’ for 1947 ( 1946) give the rise of tide a t Nelson as
14 to 16 feet at springs, and 1 1 feet a t neaps. This rise probably decreases
gradually towards Cape Henrietta Maria, where Anderson ( 1914) gives
the riseof spring tides as 9 feet, and that of neaps as 6 feet. The ‘Tide
tables’ give the spring rise at Ship Sands as 8$ feet, and the neap rise as st
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feet. At intermediate places in James Bay there does not appear to be any
great variation from these figures, but because of thewidetide
flats,
estimates of the range are almost impossible a t most places on the west
side of James Bay. In Akimiski Straittheaction
of a double pair of
tides mayreducethe range. Coats(Barrow, 1852, p. 2 7 ) , Low (1888,
p. 32J), Dowling (1904, p. I l F ) , Lower (1915, p, 42), and Manning
(1948, p. 40) have all observed that continued northerly winds give rise
to exceptionally high tides, whilesoutherlywindsproduceabnormally
low tides in James Bay. The same is true along the shallow south Hudson
Bay coast, and a t themouth of the Severn River an old Hudson’s Bay
Company’s schoonercan still beseen inland on the grass where it was
driven by a northerly wind and anexceptionally high tide many years ago.
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During the summer of 1949 an attempt was made by the staff of the
weather station a t Resolute, N.W.T. (74’41 N., 94”55 W.) to determine
the tidal rangeinResolute Bay. The followingaccount describes the
methods used and gives a brief summary of the results obtained.
The site for the tidemarker(Fig.
2 ) had to be chosen with some
care to avoid drifting ice. There was no pier orwharfonthebay
to
which the marker could be attached and it was necessary to mount it on
a woodenplatform
which was weightedin position with rocks and
gravel. By the second week in July a sufficiently wideshore lead had
formed in the bay ice, and the tide marker was installed a t a point near
the mouth of a small creek where it was surrounded on three sides by
gravel bars (Fig. 1). It was hoped that any drifting icewouldground
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Fig. 2. The weatherstation

at Resolute,showingposition

of thetidemarker.
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on these bars before reaching the marker. This was foundto be the
case and the marker was dislodged by ice on a few occasions only during
the summer,althoughtherewerenumerous
large blocks of ice in the
vicinity almost continuously. Wheneverthe markerwas shifted by ice
it was reset as closely as possible in its previous position, a geodetic bench
mark onthe beachnearby being usedas reference. On August 16, a
huge block of ice upset the marker and it was not possible to re-erect it
its
until August 2 2 . On August 28, drifting ice torethemarkerfrom
platform and it was only found on September 4, some two miles from its
original location. Owingtothe lateness of the season, the marker was
not remounted after this accident.
Readings were made with a high-powered telescope mounted beside
the door of the operations building inthe camp area. Since therewas
continuous daylight during almost the entire period, it was necessary to
visit the beach only whenvisibility was poor or when driftingice obscured
the marker. An attempt wasmade to obtain several readings near each
high and low tide with a few intermediate readings. This could not
alwaysbe done, for occasionally other duties interferedwiththe tidal
observations, or the markerwas obscured by fog, snow, or driftingice.
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Fig. 3. Tidal readings at Kesolute and Isachsen.

Fig. 3 shows the magnitude of tidal readings taken inJuly and
early August plotted against the time of observation. Where insufficient
readings are available to draw in the curve with certainty, line
the is dotted.
Phases of the moon are also shown.
A thorough analysis of the results is being made by the Hydrographic
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Service of Canada. However, the following general points may be noted
from Fig. 3.
1. The spring tides occur approximately one day before to two days
after new and full moon.
2 . The neap tides occur approxinlately one day before to three days
after the moon’s quarters.
3 . There is an inequality in range between the two tides of the day
and the intervals of time between successive high tides and successive low tides do not remain constant.
4. The minimum range, which occursat the neaps, is less than half the
maximum range, which occurs a t the springs.
5. The maximum tidal range is approximately six feet.
This type of tide is described by the Hydrographic Service as “a
mixed tide, primarilysynodic,with
a considerable diurnalinequality”.
The declinational effect can beseen clearly by studying the tide curve
in relation to the moon’s position with respect to the celestial equator,
which was as follows
Jdy
9 Maximum south declination
16 Moononequator
23 Maximum north
29 Moon on equator
August 5 Maximum south
12 Moononequator
Tidal readings were also taken a t Isachsen, N.W.T. (78’47 N.,
103 “ 3 2 W.) during the first weekin September. These readings are
plotted in Fig. 3. The maximum range in this period was less than 1 foot
6 inches. If it had been possible to obtain readings near the time of a full
or new moon, somewhat larger tidal ranges would undoubtedly have been
recorded, but in any case it appears that the tidal range a t Isachsen is only
about one-half as large as a t Resolute.
Although it is realized that the observations obtained at Resolute and
Isachsen are limited, they nevertheless provide some data for places from
which little tidal information was available previously.
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Editorial Note on Tidal Observations a t Resolute Bay by Mr. R. .W. Rae
The records obtained by Mr. R. W. Rae a t Resolute Bay can be
supplemented by those takenon board the Sophia a t Assistance Bay
(74’38 N., 94’15 W.) some ten miles tothe east. In 1850-5 1Captain
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William Penny led his two ships, the Lady Franklin and the Sophia, to
Baffin Bay and Barrow Straits in the search for the crews of the Franklin
expedition. The winter of 1850-5 1 was spent at Assistance Bay, southeast Cornwallis Island, andthroughout this period tidal readings were
taken. The first reading was made on October 1, the last on April 12
“in consequence of all hands, with the exception of two or three persons,
having to leave the ships ontravelling parties” (Sutherland,Appendix,
p. clxxxvi)’. The record thus “extends over nearly six months and a
half, and shows the time of high andlowwater
and the rise and fall
throughout the whole of that time, with the exception of two or three
short intervals arising from derangement of the gauge, or from extremely
violent weather. It is computed from the register of the gauge kept on
board the ‘Sophia’ . . . The gauge was read off everyhour,and,
as
frequently as it could be accomplished the exact time of slack tide was
observed, and noted together with the rise or fall since the preceding low
or high warer.”(Sutherland,Appendix,
p. clxxix)
The tide gauge “was prepared and set a-going on board the ‘Sophia’,
under the superintesdeqce of Mr. Ailanson, chief mate. . . . The arrangement was a line securely aqchored a t the bottom, ascending perpendicularly, through a hole which had to be kept open in the floe, up to the
projectingend of the trisail boom, which, from being theridge of the
awning, was eightfeetfromthequarter-deck,
and thence forward and
down to the deck by means of twome+y-going pulleys. T o this descending part a weight lighter than that at the bqtom was*attached, and as the
ship rose andfell withthe ice whichsurrounded her, thusresponding
freelytotheadvancingorreceding
tide, so did theweight against a
graduated scale, which could be read off to half an inch. . . . The tide
gauge was beneaththeawning;
this was a greatcomfortwith
coarse
weather, since it could be read off, in the depth of winter, by the assistance of thedecklight.
It was necessary, however, to go intotheopen
air, to clear the hole in the floe through which the line passed; and this
wasall the more urgent in very cold weather, because then the coating
of ice in it was so thick as to derange the indications of the weight against
the scale. This opening was called the ‘fire-hole’, from the circumstance
that water from it would be useful in the event of fire breaking out on
boyd the ship.” (Sutherland, Vol. 1, pp. 384-385).
Throughout the period of observations Assistance Bay was icecovered, the thickness increasing gradually from 2 feet 2 inches in October
The type of tide and the tidal rangerecorded a t
to 7 feetinApril.
Assistance Bay appears to be comparable withMr. Rae’s observations
a t Resolute Bay.
‘Sutherland,Peter C. ‘Journal of a voyage in Baffin’sBayandBarrowStraits,
years1850-1851’. 2 vols.; lii + 506 pp. and363 4- ccxxxiii pp., London, 1852.
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